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At Moxie, we are bringing IoT product concepts to life - giving ideas a pulse. Moxie works with startups and
corporations to plan, design, and prototype app-connected electronics.
Project Manager – Rapid Prototyping Team
We are currently looking for a Project Manager for our rapid prototyping initiatives. This role is on a team that
is able to take a client’s IoT product concept, map a path to create devices and apps, and execute on that plan
to deliver world class results.
Are you looking for a small, tightly integrated team where everyone brings a respected skillset to the
discussion? We are looking for a talented manager who is passionate about building IoT products and is willing
to be responsible for translating client requests into engineering plans and schedules. As Project Manager you
will report directly to Moxie CEO, Dr. Austin Gurley, work with the Moxie Sales Team to define the scope of
each project, and lead an engineering team to bring it to fruition. This position places you within a team of
domain experts where you can learn a lifetime of skills from your teammates and solve problems that move
the world forward. If you are motivated by continual self-improvement and projects ‘done right’, please apply.
What You Will Gain
Knowledge and skills from managing a team at the forefront of IoT development. The pride of creation from
contributing your ideas and work to IoT systems that impact thousands of people around the world.
Your Responsibilities
You will manage a team of passionate engineers who each have a role in synthesizing IoT products. Your
contributions to this team will include
 Meeting with potential clients (alongside the Sales team) to evaluate project fit
 Leading the process of mapping a project to engineering requirements
 Creating detailed schedules and timelines for the engineering team
 Managing engineers to meet deadlines and deliver world class IoT systems
 Managing client communications throughout the design, build, and delivery process
Requirements
 Detail-oriented
 Willing to take responsibility for completing projects
 Ability to plan and solve engineering problems
 Comfortable communicating with clients, managing expectations and timelines
 Bachelors in business management or an engineering field
 2+ years project management experience
Nice to Have
 2+ years engineering experience
 Application development project management training
 Programming experience (C++ preferred)

